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Union, state system debate health care, temporary
faculty, now working on 436 days of expired deal
Students could be packing
their bags and returning home
sooner than anticipated this fall.
Just last week, the Association
of Pennsylvania State College
Union Faculties (APSCUF)
called for a strike authorization
vote, taking place from Sept. 7-9
for faculty and Sept. 15-16 for
coaches.
“Last week its [APSCUF’s]
leadership met and authorized a
strike organization vote — they
have held similar votes in the
last four rounds of negotiations
dating back to 1999. Their
[APSCUF] membership has
always given them the authority
to call a strike, fortunately we’ve
never had one,” media relations
manager for the Pennsylvania
State System of Higher
Education (PASSHE) Kenn
Marshall said.
In APSCUF’s recent news
release, regarding their last
negotiation meeting, the union
stated, “Negotiators are no closer
to a deal after today’s faculty
contract negotiations between
the Pennsylvania State System of

By Macala Leigey
News Editor

In most small towns, the loudest sound
at 11 p.m. on a Friday night is the soft roar
of a lone car, driving along the subdued
main street. But in Edinboro? That’s just the
beginning of a noisy nightcap.
Boisterous laughter radiates from clusters
of 20-something aged students as they briskly
walk to the nearest house party. Possibly
obnoxious top 40 radio fills the night air, as
an unprecedented amount of tipsy 21 year
olds stumble out of the local bars.
The distant smell of alcohol, and hints of
adolescence, remind residents nearly every
weekend that Edinboro isn’t just any town —
it’s a college town.
With Edinboro University students being
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a sizable chunk of the population for the
majority of the year, non-student residents
have experienced a variety of pros and cons
of living near a state university.
Meadville Street — In the Middle Of It All
“First off, you have to define it in two
ways. One, it’s a town that has a college in
it, because the attitude around here really
does not reflect a college town, generally
speaking,” Meadville Street resident Fred
Langill said.
Langill has lived in his current Meadville
Street home for 35 years.
“I have no problem with students having
parties. I have no problem with students
enjoying not being in class and enjoying
where they live, but if they choose to be in
the community where there are non-student
neighbors, you gotta realize a certain amount

Higher Education and the union
representing Pennsylvania’s
state-owned universities’
faculties and coaches.”
The news release also stated
that APSCUF and PASSHE
members discussed tenure and
retrenchment articles, but “made
no progress on the contract
overall.”
In response to the Aug. 25
negotiation meeting, APSCUF
President Dr. Kenneth Mash
said, “We’ve been negotiating
now for almost two years. The
time has come to stop piddling
around. We need to get down to
business, and the system needs
to get serious. It’s unfair to do
this to students.”
Since June 2015, APSCUF
members have been working
on an expired contract, and
have held multiple negotiation
sessions with PASSHE to
construct a new contract
that each organization would
consider fair.
“The system did not share its
multi-year contract proposal
until June 2016. Prior to June
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See Strike, A2

of responsibility of being an adult and
behaving as so.”
Langill continued, “You’re not students
when you step off the campus. If you’re
neighbors and you’re living out here [off
campus], you’re residents. You’re adults.”
Langill also shared the difference between
being a non-student resident in a college
town versus a resident of a non-college town.
“The difference is the disrespect and
inconsideration of the adults who happen
to be students. Coming into the town and
having no respect for my property or my
peace and quiet.”

See Neighbors, A2
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2016, the state system only
reacted to APSCUF’s proposals
for a one-year contract. All
other statewide public-sector
unions ratified one-year
contracts before their contracts
expired in June 2015 [and]
no other public-sector union
was asked for givebacks for
their one-year contracts,” said
Edinboro University’s chapter
spokesperson Dr. Jim Wertz.
Two of the main issues
hindering the faculty union and
state system from coming to an
agreement are health care and
temporary full time faculty.
“The state system’s one-year
counterproposal contained
delayed dates of step increases
and health-insurance changes
that could cost APSCUF
members thousands of dollars
more in health care costs,” said
Wertz.
Marshall, on the state system
side, also commented on
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the health care situation, stating, “I think
everybody understands that health care costs
have been increasing dramatically in recent
years. We are looking at ways the system can
control those costs. About three-fourths of
our operating costs are paid for by tuition
and fees. Anything we can do to impact those
costs, [and] help slow the growth is going to
benefit students.”
He continued, “We have asked the faculty
union to agree to changes that are identical to
those that other unions already have accepted.
We’re asking APSCUF to accept the very same
changes, [and] so far they have refused.”
PASSHE also asked the faculty union to
consider changes regarding the responsibilities
of temporary faculty members.
“The other major issue is the work load
of temporary faculty; we are looking to
reorganize that somewhat, not to add to it, but
change the way they work,” said Marshall.
Currently, full time temporary faculty
members teach four classes, but there are
proposals on the table to change that.
“What we’re [PASSHE] asking is that full
time temporary faculty teach one more course
each semester, but in exchange for that they
would no longer have research or university
service responsibilities,” said Marshall.
Wertz described the proposed temporary
faculty workload changes as essentially a
“20 percent decrease in salary.” He would
continue, stating that a full time wage for
temporary faculty teaching four classes
would now be the same full time wage for five
classes.
Voting to authorize a strike for faculty
APSCUF members began yesterday and will
continue until Friday.
If the faculty vote to strike, along with
a 10-member majority of the negotiation
committee, Mash (APSCUF President) will
announce a strike date. If no agreement is
met by the assigned strike date, then faculty
members would go on strike.
“During a strike, the faculty members —
including counselors, library faculty, athletic
trainers — will not work, and they do not
receive pay or benefits,” said Wertz.
He continued, “Faculty will not meet inperson or with online classes and no academic
advising will take place. Faculty members
will not conduct research with students and
they will not advise student clubs, [and] they
will not write letters of recommendation or
evaluate graduation credentials.”

Marshall remains hopeful that a strike will
not occur.
“We’re [PASSHE] committed to staying at
the table and negotiating as long as it takes.
A strike certainly would be devastating to
students, [and] we’re hopeful we won’t have
one this time,” he said.
However, Marshall also shared that PASSHE
is aware of how the current financial state of
the universities and state system has affected
this round of negotiating.
“We have to take into consideration the fact
that the state system and our universities are
facing the most difficult financial challenges
they have ever faced. We are receiving the
same amount of money funding from the state
as we did in 1999; that’s not even factoring in
inflation.”
Marshall continued, “The union
perspective, they’re trying to get a contract
that best serves their members, [and] from
a system perspective we’re looking at an
agreement that best serves our students. That
has to be our focus. Collective bargaining
is hard. It’s maybe even harder this time,
because of the financial situation facing our
universities.”
Over the last 10 years, the 14 universities in
PASSHE’s state system combined have made
roughly $300 million in budget cuts, and have
entered virtually every year with multi-million
dollar deficits.
“We’re trying as hard as we can to reach an
agreement with our faculty,” said Marshall.
“If the union chooses to call a strike that’s
entirely up to them. Right now we want
students to focus on classes.”
Marshall continued, “If the faculty union
decides to call a strike, we will work as hard
as we can to ensure that the universities stay
open.”
“Faculty don’t want to strike, but they are
prepared to do so to preserve the quality
of education at Edinboro University and
throughout the state system,” said Wertz.
Edinboro University’s Director of
Communications Jeffrey Hileman addressed
the potential strike situation, by saying, “Our
hope, and our expectation, is that we will do
everything to ensure that students’ education
will continue.”
Hileman continued, “Currently, it’s not
directly affecting activity on our campus. Our
semester is off to a really great start. We’re
really hopeful, on behalf of our students, that
these state level negotiations are successful,
and that we can continue on the great path we
are on uninterrupted.”
APSCUF and PASSHE’s next negotiation
meeting is scheduled for Sept. 8.

He continued, “There has to be a look
in the mirror of the student body of how
they want to be perceived. I’m very pleased,
generally speaking, with the students that I’ve
had, once they realize that they’re supposed
to behave like adults.”
Stonehaven Drive — The Safe Zone
“I’ve not had any problems. It’s a good
place to live, [and] I’d recommend it,” said
Stonehaven Drive resident Beryl Boetcker.
Boetcker has lived behind college park
in her current Stonehaven Drive residence
for 11 years. Boetcker shared she’s “not a
community person,” and has not experienced
any repercussions of living in a college town.
“I’m suffering badly with arthritis, but
when I was out and about, it’s [Edinboro] a
nice town to live in. I think, really, it’s a safe
place to be,” Boetcker said.
Regarding off-campus parties or noise
complaints, Boetcker responded, “Oh my
goodness no. Loud music probably wouldn’t
bother me anyway.”
Boetcker’s daughter, Helen Manross, added
to her mother’s statement, by saying, “We’ve
been here for many different occasions —
Christmas, Thanksgiving, birthdays — you
name it, and I’ve never heard any noise.”
Lakeside Drive — From Across The Lake
“I would give it a positive. Being here
with a university. Definitely,” Lakeside Drive
resident Ed Vago said.
Vago previously rented his Lakeside Drive
residence to students for 22 years.
“I did have two bad semesters as a
landlord.”
He continued, “There used to be a Mr.
Donut where Tim Horton’s is now. I was in
there one night fixing a machine and one of
the town policemen said ‘we’ve been down to
your house a number of times.’ The guys were
renting it as a party house. I had to ask them
to leave, [and] that was probably the worst.”
However, Vago shared that his “two bad
semesters as a landlord” were not the reason
he stopped renting his home to students.
“We didn’t stop because of bad experience.
We just stopped. It was time. None of us

really had problems with college kids.”
Water Street — Close To The Action
“I haven’t called the police, but I could
have. We’ve had people walk in drunk. I’ve
seen people steal stuff from neighbors, and
gone out and yelled at them; it doesn’t stop
them,” said an anonymous resident of Water
Street.
The resident continued, “We pick up
beer cans almost every Saturday or Sunday
morning. It’s just cause people just toss them.
Then, when they live in houses, they really
trash the front yards. They don’t have any
respect for their own property, so I don’t
know how they could respect ours.”
The Water Street resident has lived in
a college town all of his/her life, and has
experienced multiple incidents with college
students.
“I’ve always lived in a college town, from
when I was a kid. I don’t know any different,
but it’s exciting and it can be annoying as
well, especially at 2 in the morning. At one
point, we were thinking about moving out of
the borough because it was so loud.”
They continued, “[We thought about it]
especially when my kids were little. It was
very disturbing. Just be respectful. The voices
should be kept down, and also the language
that they [students] use. The language is
really disrespectful to others.”
“Just being aware of other people. It’s not
always about them [students], which is hard
at that age to understand.”
Despite his/her past experiences with
college students, they still enjoy living in a
college town.
“For the most part, there’s no trouble. We’re
glad they’re here. We love college students, it
can just get annoying when they don’t respect
us.”
At most colleges, students are just starting
their weekend at 11 p.m. on a Friday night,
but in Edinboro, residents are just settling in
for the night. Exhausted children fall asleep
to the humming of a TV, as weekend workers
set their alarms for another Saturday morning
shift. The darkened homes, the faint glow of
street lights, and the soft silence of the streets
remind students that Edinboro isn’t just a
college town – it’s a home.
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University funds
parking renovations
By Shayma Musa
Staff Writer

The Edinboro University Department of
Facilities has announced improvements to
university parking lots.
The lots will be improved so that old noncode compliant signs will be removed and
updated, and many parking lots, including the
Compton, Hendricks, and Cooper lots will be
stripped and resurfaced.
New parking permit designations will be
installed at the entrance of all parking lots,
including “R” for resident, “C” for commuter
and “E” for employees. The “M” McComb
parking designation will be eliminated.
Improvements extend to all pedestrian
crosswalks, which will be stripped.
Stripping and resurfacing is set to begin
as soon as weather and parking congestion
permits.
In an email to students and faculty, Director
of Facilities Michael Hilbert stated that parking
improvements “respond to concerns expressed
by the Student Government Association and
others on campus regarding the complexity of
signs, unclear markings and lot deterioration.”
Hilbert also included in the email that, “This
work will be coordinated so that lots can be
closed on weekends without disruption to

university operations. These changes are being
accomplished without reducing the number
of available employee, commuter or resident
parking spaces.”
Hilbert also confirmed rumors that the Miller
building, which currently sits unused, will be
torn down. What the space will be used for has
not been decided.
"When we decide to embark on a
construction project, we consider what is best
for the university as a whole," Hilbert said.
Currently, there are four parking lots for
commuters only, one parking lot for residents
only at Dearborn, and twenty-one parking lots
for employees only.
Additionally, there are four parking lots
available for mixed use, and eight lots available
for a mixture of commuter/employee use and
commuter/resident use.
Senior commuter Melina Harden commented
on the university’s parking, stating, "I don't
know exactly what the solution is to the parking
problem, but I know there isn't enough of it."
Students interested in leaving comments,
concerns or recommendations to Facilities may
contact them at (814) 732-2826. You can also
e-mail facilities@edinboro.edu.
There are also two anonymous suggestion
boxes. One is located at the Frank G. Pogue
Student Center and the second is at Reeder Hall.

Photo: Macala Leigey
Parking renovations, including the replacement of permit designation signs, are
ongoing at Edinboro University.
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Aug. 24, 2016 — A student reported that
while at Van Houten dining hall, several
individuals who were seated with him passed
a joke around on a cell phone. The victim was
offended by the distasteful joke. The five actors
were warned and did agree to stop any such
activity in the future.
Aug. 28, 2016 — Residence life staff reported
seeing a beer can in a room of Highlands 5
when she responded to a noise complaint at
approximately 1:07 a.m. Upon officer’s arrival,
a visitor in the room produced the can when
asked.
The resident of the room, Kayla A. Malone,
18, admitted that the beer was hers and that she
had drank part of it. Being under the legal age of
21, Malone was charged with underage drinking.

Aug. 30, 2016 — A resident of Highlands 8
reported that she discovered her room key was
lost or stolen when she woke up at approximately
8 a.m. The investigation is continuing
Sept. 1, 2016 — A resident of Highlands
3 reported that an ex-boyfriend of hers had
been harassing her via text messages since she
broke up with him earlier in the year. The most
current texts told her that he was in her building
and since there is reportedly a history of both
verbal and physical aggression the victim felt
uncomfortable and even threatened by his
presence.
The actor was warned to cease all contact with
the victim and was advised that he would be
arrested if he did continue to contact her.

New director of
financial aid appointed
By Hannah Webster
Social Media Editor

Edinboro University recently appointed
Diana Sanders as its new director of financial
aid. Originally from Oklahoma, Sanders has
10 years of financial aid experience, with
her career starting at Oklahoma Baptist
University.
Since starting her career in financial aid,
Sanders has worked at six private and public
universities where she has gained experience
in processing certificates, master’s degrees,
and bachelor’s degrees.
Prior to taking the position, Sanders
wanted to be sure that Edinboro would be
a place that she would want to work and a
place that she could easily fit into.
“I noticed in that point and time you
guys [Edinboro University] were looking
for a president and I saw a lot of changes
happening on the horizon,” said Sanders.
She continued, “I knew it was going to be
a fresh experience with lots of new people. I
am really super glad to be here. I think it’s a
beautiful campus.”
There are many things that Sanders is
excited about with her new position. Most
importantly, she is looking forward to
working with students on becoming more
financially literate. She is excited to be
teaching students how to borrow and budget
affectively.
“A lot of students don’t realize that if you
borrow the maximum amount of loans every
year you’re in school [that] when it comes
time to repay those, especially if you’re going
to grad school, you may potentially not be
able to afford those payments,” said Sanders.
Sanders would like to help students
become smart borrowers. With that, she
suggests students look into income based
repayment plans. She explained that students
do not always realize they don’t have to
borrow everything that’s out there.
Students sometimes come into her office
looking frazzled after realizing they filed
their financial aid wrong. Sanders helps
students and walks them through their
mistakes so they can understand where they
went wrong.
She explained that students do not always
realize paying for college is a temporary
thing and there are ways to make payments
so they can complete and obtain their
education.
“You can’t afford not to be here because
of how many occupations want degrees. If
you don’t have the degree, often times you’re
going to get passed over,” she said.
Sanders also stressed her concern of
students pursuing all the free money possible
and understanding the difference between a
grant, work-study and a loan. At Edinboro’s

Contributed Photo
Diana Sanders brings 10 years of financial
aid experience with her to Edinboro
University.

financial aid office, students are encouraged
to apply for work-study opportunities before
taking out any loans.
“What you’re doing today could impact
you three or four years down the road,” said
Sanders.
She continued to explain that wherever
students go in life, companies will be looking
at their debt-to-income ratio.
Since students are only applying for
loans the first year they borrow, the process
becomes automatic in the years following.
Unfortunately, they don’t always realize how
much they are actually borrowing.
Sanders suggests students look at the
amount they have borrowed and the loan
repayment plans because payments are about
$10 to every $100 they borrow.
Sanders also mentioned there are about
nine different repayment plans that are
offered to students. The National Student
Loan Data System (NSLDS) is a helpful tool
for students who need to settle their loans.
“It is important that they look at these
things now so they know what repayment
looks like for later,” said Sanders.
Interim Dean of Students and Campus
Life Dr. Mary Beth Mercatoris stated, “She
[Sanders] has displayed a wonderful work
ethic where she prioritizes the needs of her
students. She displays empathy and sincerity
in working with students.”
She suggests students visit scholarships.
net, scholarship.org, or the financial aid
office to consider money borrowing options
and scholarship opportunities.
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On Thursday, Sept. 1, the Edinboro University art department’s clubs on campus held their ‘Art Department Aloha’ outside of
Loveland Hall. The event, organized by Karen Ernst, wood and furniture design associate professor, brought together 12 groups to
showcase themselves to new and interested students.

CLAY CLUB

METALS CLUB
Members of the Metals Club can
expect to spend meetings helping other
students get more acquainted with
metals projects and classes. They also
plan a fall camping trip and trips to
conferences. Off-campus gatherings
include bowling nights. They also
organize club sales and fundraisers for
their trips.
You can contact the Metals Club on
their BoroSync portal.

Open to any and all majors, Clay Club does
more than sit around the pottery wheel. More
often than not, their meetings are used to
discuss fundraising, cups and bowl sales on
campus and trips to the National Council of
Educational Arts Conference each year.
Clay Club meets every other Tuesday at
5:30 p.m. in East Hall’s ceramics room.
You can contact the Clay Club on their
Facebook page.

ART EDUCATION CLUB
“The main goal of the Art Education Club is
to create community within the art education
department,” Letty Cawley, club president, said.
The Art Ed club also attends the National
Art Education Association conference in New
York and helps various department clubs fund
their events, trips, and volunteers for other art
department clubs and organizations.
The club meets every other Tuesday at 7 p.m.
in Doucette Hall room G5. You can contact the
Art Ed club through Cawley at lc133530@scots.
edinboro.edu and on their Facebook page.

WOOD CLUB
According to club member Zane
Carlson, “it’s difficult to be part of
the club if you’re not in the classes, so
take a wood class and join our club.”
As part of Wood Club, members
work on collaborative projects,
discuss trips and work on items club
members wish to sell. Meetings are
held in the wood shop Mondays at
11:30 a.m. in Loveland Hall.
You can contact the Wood Club at
zanecarlson21@gmail.com.

FILM CLUB

DRAWING AND PAINTING CLUB
Kelly Hinnebusch, the secretary for the
Drawing and Painting Club, said their club is “a
platform to get people excited about drawing and
painting.”
“We like to do things that help people show
their own artwork in the professional world,” said
Hinnebusch.
Drawing and Painting Club is open to anyone
and everyone. They meet in Loveland Hall room
14 at 6 p.m. every Tuesday. As for why you should
join, Hinnebusch said “it’s super cool, you make
lots of friends, it’s fun, and we have lots of snacks.”
For more information on joining the club, contact
Hinnebusch at kh143907@scots.edinboro.edu.

“A lot of what we do is put on the
Edinboro Film Fest (each semester) to
show off all the live action and animation
student work that they’ve been doing the
entire semester or, in some cases, projects
they’ve been working on for years,” Braden
McClain, club president, said. “One thing
we want to start doing is incorporating
younger and older students to work on the
same project together to create a better
bond and help the younger students.”
Meeting time and place are to be
announced. For more information, you
can contact assistant professor Hanjin Park at hpark@edinboro.edu.

Short film contest announced
By Kimberly Firestine
Arts Editor

The Greater Erie Film Office and
Greater Erie Arts Rentals (GEAR) at
Penn State-Behrend have announced
the second half of their 2016 Short Film
Competition.
The contest is open to all Pennsylvania
residents, where competition entrants
will use the winning script from the
previous Short Screenplay Competition,
titled “This Is How A Road Gets
Made,” and “create innovative, thoughtprovoking films that explore the theme of
immigration,” according to a press release

by GEAR.
The screenplay, written by Kalli
Oberlander, follows the story of two
siblings who move to the United States
and struggle to fit in and cope with “the
horrific past they fight to leave behind.”
All entries will be judged based
on creativity and innovation,
cinematography, acting, sound design and
editing. Requirements include an entry
fee of $40, no use of stock footage, use of
original or copyright-approved music, a
run time of 20 minutes and the film must
be submitted digitally.
The first place entry will receive $500
cash, a $500 Greater Erie Arts Rentals
voucher, free
admission to all
2017 Greater
Erie Film Office
Seminars, a
Film Society of
Northwestern
Pennsylvania
membership card
and notes from
the judges on your
submission.
Second

place will receive a $250 Greater Erie
Arts Rentals voucher, free admission
to all 2017 Greater Erie Film Office
seminars, a Film Society of Northwestern
Pennsylvania membership card and
judges notes on your submission.
Third place will receive a Film
Society of Northwestern Pennsylvania
membership card and notes from the
judges.
More information on the competition
and entry submission can be found at
filmerie.com The deadline to enter the
competition is Oct 31.
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SFEM does everything from planning
trips to working on group projects. Last
year, the club put on “700,” an Edinboro
art show off campus where over 100
artists from EU participated. Meetings

are tentatively Tuesdays at 5:30 p.m.
weekly at the Sculpture Barn.
You can contact SFEM on Facebook
by searching Sculpture Fiber and
Extended Media.

When it comes to who can join SFEM,
club member Brodrick McGarvey said
“we’re open to anything and everything.”

ART
LEAGUE

Art League serves as an
umbrella organization for all
of the art department clubs.
“We try to reach out and
give everybody a little bit of
everything,” club member
Cierra McCarthy said.
“From presenting artwork
in Bates Gallery to having a
gala in the spring semester,

we’re going to try to get
more involved with each
group, plan more trips,
more activities, get to know
each club.”
Anyone in the art
department can join
Art League and attend
their meetings every
other Sunday at 5 p.m. in
Loveland Hall.
You can contact through
their Facebook page and
BoroSync portal.

ANIMATION CLUB

“We try to answer a lot of questions and help students figure out what they’re
going to do after they graduate,” said a club representative. “We try to guide them
and show them what studios want to see on their resume [and] on their demo
reel depending on what they want to do.”
“Help does differ if you’re going to be an animator, or a modeler, or do hand
drawn — it’s all over the board. We try to help people out in that way because it
can get confusing.”
Club trips keep people involved in the art and animation community such as
the Ottawa Animation Film Festival in September.
Meetings every other week take place at 8:45 p.m. on Thursdays beginning
Sept. 8 in Wiley 117.

GRAPHIC DESIGN CLUB

PHOTO
CLUB
Photo cub is another
all-inclusive club in the
art department, bringing
together people that are
interested in photography
and anything visual artsoriented.
“We really want to

emphasize the importance
of learning to see the world
around them through
the eyes of a camera and
arts in general,” public
relations representative Nick
Wilkinson said.
Photo Club meets in
Doucette Hall room G20
at 8:45 p.m. every other
Thursday, starting Sept. 15.
You can contact the group
through their BoroSync
portal.

ILLUSTRATION
CLUB

Illustration is one of Edinboro’s newest majors, giving way
for the Illustration Club to form in Fall 2015.
“We’re hoping to connect to illustration students and
those interested in illustration to get their work out and
published,” club president Jessica Nulph said.
“We’ve had shows, we’ve done fundraisers and we’ve
printed t-shirts with our work on it.”
Meetings are held in Hamilton Hall room 208 at 5:30
p.m. on Wednesdays. For more information, contact the
Illustration Club on their Facebook page.

The Graphic Design Club exists not only to showcase
students designs skills, but to help them along the way.
“We want to do more student critique to help younger and
older students,” stated Erin Long, co-president of the club.
The club meets in Doucette Hall room 124 at 7:30 p.m.
For more information on meeting times and how to join
the Graphic Design Club, contact Long at el133568@scots.
edinboro.edu.
Graphic Design Club is open to all majors.

Mo’ Mojo performs outside of Cole Auditorium
By Kimberly Firestine
Arts Editor

Photo: Branden Montgomery

WORLD-CLASS

Performing a mix of
Cajun, Zydeco, R&B,
Americana, African and
Latin grooves, Mo’ Mojo
appeared outside of Cole
Auditorium Friday, Sept. 2 as
part of the Performing Arts
Series.
Mo’ Mojo is singer/multiinstrumentalist Jen Maurer,
singer/multi-instrumentalist
Leigh Ann Wise, singer/
fiddle-player Anthony
Papaleo, guitarist Joe Golden,
bassist Darren Thompson
and drummer Will Douglas.
The next scheduled
Performing Arts Series
event is a performance by
the Turutle Island Quartet
on Wednesday, November
2 at 7:30 p.m. in Cole
Auditorium.

23rd Annual

MUSICIANS

FINE GIFT
VENDORS
HIGHLAND

DANCE

COMPETITIONS

ATHLETIC

COMPETITIONS

TRADITIONAL

SCOTTISH

FOOD
Photo: Madi Gross

AND MORE!

Sept. 8 -11
Featuring the U.S. National
Scottish Harp Championship™

Be part of the

Games!

Participate in disc golf,
archery, children’s games
and more
FREE ADMISSION*
Full event schedule at www.edinboro.edu/highlandgames

Thanks to our major sponsors: Edinboro University Student Government
Association, Erie County Gaming Revenue Authority, Erie Arts & Culture,
Pennsylvania Partners in the Arts, Erie Brewing

*$10 per car parking donation appreciated
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Frank Ocean’s ‘Blonde’
worth the wait

New music from ADTR gives
off good vibrations

Britton Rozzelle | Executive Editor

Dakota Palmer | Voices

Overall, much like most things, “Blonde” has flaws, and
it may not be the album many fans were expecting. That
being said, it’s a beautifully composed and produced album
from start to finish, highlighting some of the darker parts
of the human condition, while remaining a perfect symbol
of summer living. With that in mind I wholeheartedly
recommend it.
Standouts: “Pink+White,” “Nights” & “Siegfried”

Roosevelt’s ST grooves
with end-of-summer vibes
Roman Sabella | Contributing Writer

According to an interview with frontman Jeremy
McKinnon from Kerrang, this album is the first the band has
not written on the road in a while. McKinnon said, “This is
definitely the truest representation of us as the band we are
right now.”

Fans of dance and electropop will likely find something
worth listening to, as each track keeps an underlying groove
while still emulating a relaxed feeling that breathes fresh air
into the genres.

Standouts: “Bad Vibrations,” “Naivety” & “Same About You”

Standouts: “Wait Up,” “Night Moves,” “Heart” & “Close”

Basement Transmissions | upcoming events
Sept. 8, BT Theater, 6 p.m.

Sept. 13, BT Back Room, 6 p.m.

Ashes of a Generation
Mallory Run
Reformer
Bathed in Formaldehyde

Hot Gospel
Stutter Frog

Secrets

Nihil

WE SOLVE PROBLEMS
EXPERIENCED ATTORNEYS DEFENDING:

• DUI / DRUNK DRIVING
• UNDERAGE DRINKING
• CRIMINAL CHARGES

www.DUILawyerPA.com

Scan this code with your smartphone or tablet to learn more about our firm

FREE CONSULTATION
Grant C. Travis
Attorney At Law

TRIAL LAWYERS

www.DUILawyerPA.com

OFFICES IN
EDINBORO, ERIE,
AND WARREN

734-6076

CAR ACCIDENTS, INJURIES
WORKERS’ COMPENSATION

MOTORCYCLE ACCIDENTS
WRONGFUL DEATH
MEDICAL MALPRACTICE

SOCIAL SECURITY DISABILITY
PREMISES LIABILITY
PRODUCT LIABILITY

734-6076

www.TheTravisLawFirm.net
NO RECOVERY, NO FEE! • FREE CONSULTATION

Scan this code with your
smartphone or tablet to
learn more about our firm

The argued “Queen of Pop,” Britney
Spears, returned to reassert her dominance
of mainstream pop with the release of her
new album on Aug. 26. With its solid track
arrangement, “Glory” is a nearly perfect pop
record, and one which coincides with the
music topping today’s charts. This is Spears’
ninth studio album, her first since 2013’s
“Britney Jean.”
“Glory” is Britney in her best form,
hearkening back to the “Circus” cycle of 2008.
While today’s top 40 radio is not what it was
when Spears made her debut in 1999, this
pop-music veteran might just be better now
than ever before.
This release opens with “Invitation,” a slow,
but welcoming and aptly named track. “I just
need you to trust me/Oh, that you see more
with your eyes closed,” sings Spears.
A marriage of horns and jazz with today’s
typical pop structure is what sets this recipe
apart. This first appears in “Private Show,”
the saucy third track in which Spears appeals

to a lover. “Strutting on the stage, center of
the lights/Dripping in smiles, they come on
down/Take your seat now,” she sings.
The album’s first single, a track featuring
G-Eazy, titled “Make Me,” debuted at number
six on the Billboard Hot 100 charts in July. By
September, the song had already dropped all
the way to number 58.
Top tracks on the album include, but are
not limited to, “Man on the Moon,” “Just Like
Me” and the alleged Justin Timberlake callout track, “Liar.”
As for record sales, the album debuted
at number three on the Billboard 200 after
selling 88,000 copies. This gives Spears her
ninth top 10 Billboard debut, “Glory” being
her first number three debut. Her last release,
“Britney Jean,” debuted at number four and
charted for 10 weeks.
“Glory” is available in stores, or on Apple
Music and Spotify now.

— Kimberly Firestine

Games
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Courtesy MCT Campus

ACROSS

1 The 1% in 1% milk
4 Court activity
9 Baseball’s “Georgia Peach”
13 Common refreshment
15 TV comic Kovacs
16 Campers’ gathering place
17 Bill “Bojangles” Robinson’s forte
19 Actress Lena
20 Amazon’s biz
21 Really dug
23 One may be tipped
24 Translate, in a way
26 Landscaper’s contraption
28 Chef ’s creation
31 Heavenly figure
33 Cadillac compact
36 Soup bean
38 Cookout spot
39 Roman landmark graphically portrayed by
this puzzle’s circles

43
44
45
46
48
51
53
57
58
61
62
64
66
67
68
69
70
71

Big fight
Elegant molding
Collecting Soc. Sec.
Claim in a tissue ad
Not us
Brand in a B-52 cocktail
Jerks
Promise
One rooting for the Niners, briefly
Open, in a way
“Iliad” warrior
Chaucer narrative told by Huberd, with “The”
Trim
“__ Doone”
Museum contents
Produced with effort, with “out”
English assignment
Transitory passion

		 DOWN
1 Destined
2 Striped stone
3 Rapper __ Shakur
4 Coop occupant
5 Sea predator
6 “Will do!”
7 Cone makers
8 Smooth transitions
9 One who might be a CPA
10 Winter warmer
11 Holmes accessory
12 Like a crowbar
14 “I’m outta here”
18 Six-time Emmy winner
22 Chums, slangily
25 First name in jazz
27 “Well, shoot”
29 Chinese: Pref.
30 Buddy

32 Colbert, for one
33 Devices with security cameras
34 TV cop with a Tootsie Pop
35 Mindful of one’s own needs
37 As __: grouped together
40 MacFarlane of “Family Guy”
41 Juicing discards
42 “If she did play false, the fault was __”:
Shak.
47 Dust __
49 Work
50 Figure of veneration
52 Fluffed-up dos
54 Winter accessory
55 Island near Sicily
56 Clip
57 Enjoy an e-cig
59 Pretensions
60 Family nickname
63 Struck (out)
65 Slight manifestation, as of hope

Courtesy of MCT Campus

BORO EVENTS
On Campus
Art Department Faculty Show
Sept. 1-17
Doucette Hall
Bruce Gallery

Edinboro Highland Games
& Scottish Festival
Sept. 8-11 | All day
Frank G. Pogue Student Center

Women to Women: Global
Leadership and Social Responsibility
Sept. 13 | 5:45 p.m.
Frank G. Pogue Student Center

Study Abroad to Ireland
informational Session
Sept. 12-14
Hendricks Hall

Black Lives Matter Peace march
Sept. 8 | 5 p.m.
Frank G. Pogue Student Center

RAINN Candlelight Vigil
Sept. 15 | 7 p.m.
Frank G. Pogue Student Center

In The Community
Tall Ships Erie
September 8-11 | All day
Bayfront Convention Center
Erie

Oktoberfest
September 9 - 11
St. Joseph Church
Erie

Barber Beast on the Bay
Sept. 10| 8:30 a.m.
Presque Isle State Park
Erie

Light the Night
Sept. 29| 5:30 to 9 p.m.
Jerry Uht Park
Erie

UPBʼs Movie
Event of the Week
Glen Tickle — Comedian
Sept. 11| 8 to 9 p.m.
Scots Cinema
Frank G. Pogue Student Center

SHOWTIMES:

Thursday, September 8, 2016
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Lustig era brings first win to the program since 2014
By George Schmidt
Staff Writer

The Justin Lustig era of Edinboro Fighting
Scots football got off to a winning start Saturday.
The Fighting Scots came away with a hard
fought, 31-30 victory over the Saint Joseph’s
Pumas in Rensselaer, Indiana. The win marked
Edinboro football’s first in the state of Indiana,
and the team’s first win since November of 2014.
“We’re a young team, but the neat thing is we
can get a lot better. We had a lot of mistakes in
a lot of different areas, but it was a typical first
game,” Lustig said after the victory.
Edinboro struck first in the contest, as
freshman running back Walter Fletcher broke
free on a 50-yard off-tackle run for a touchdown
at the 11:46 mark of the first quarter. Austin
Reese capped off the drive by kicking the extra
point, putting the Fighting Scots up 7-0. It would
take St. Joseph’s until the 12:34 mark in the
second quarter to answer back as Martez Walker
scored on a 1-yard run.
St. Joseph’s would then take the lead on a 26yard pass from their quarterback, Phillip Kimble,
to Tremel Glaspher, bringing the score to 14-7 in
favor of the Pumas.
It took Edinboro three minutes to respond as
quarterback Jake Sisson connected with Ta’Nauz
Gregory on a 4-yard pass to tie it up heading
into halftime.
At the 12:45 mark of the third quarter
Edinboro scored again with a 10-yard pass from
Sisson to Jordan Williams. Williams would
dazzle the crowd with a one-handed catch at the
back corner of the end zone, over a defender, to
put the Fighting Scots up 21-14.
Just 2 minutes later, though, the Pumas
would answer with a score of their own, as
Kimble hooked up with a slashing Gaspher on
a post route for the touchdown. The extra point
attempt was no good, however, keeping the
Scots in the lead and serving as a miscue further
highlighted by the eventual one point margin of
victory.
The ensuing possession ended with the Scots
getting stopped at their own 5-yard line, which
brought Austin Reese out to punt. A muffed
snap caused Reese to scramble for the ball and

run it out of the back of the end zone for a St.
Joseph’s safety.
Edinboro was able to drive down the field on
the next possession as Sisson led the team into
field goal range. Austin Reese was automatic
from the 22-yard line, putting the Fighting Scots
back on top, 24-22.
With nine minutes left in the contest, the
Pumas came roaring back and capped off an
offensive drive with a 1-yard run by Walker for
the touchdown. The Pumas chose to go for 2 and
were successful. Walker, the running back, took
a direct snap in a wildcat formation, and passed
the ball to Addison Dellinger in the end zone.
Following the conversion, the Pumas led 30-24.
Edinboro responded on the following drive,
as Fletcher broke free on a 50-plus-yard run and
took it to the house for six. The extra point by
Reese was good as the Scots took a 31-30 lead.
Fletcher finished with a game-high 180 yards.
It was the most yards rushing in a game for a
Fighting Scot since 2010.
Edinboro had the ball with less than two
minutes left in the game. They needed a first
down, which they were able to convert, but on
the next set of downs they were unable to burn
off enough time to end the game.
In response, Lustig called a play, titled “Milk,”
where Sisson ran a negative 50 yards to run the
remaining 10 seconds off the clock to ensure the
victory.
“You know, right from the beginning, they
were chirping at us a little bit and I think the
guys did a good job of just putting blinders on
and walking right past it,” Lustig said of his
young squad.
The Scots lost by 20 in last season’s matchup
with the Pumas. This time around, St. Joseph’s
committed 10 penalties, for a total of 94 yards.
The Scots only registered three, for a total of 25
yards.
“We’ve been preaching from day one [that]
we control what we can control and penalties
are something we can control. I thought we did
pretty good there. We were disciplined,” Lustig
said. “Ever since I’ve been hired I’ve been joking
with people, everyone likes us right now because
we’re undefeated, and now we actually are,” he
said.

EU Sports Information
Walter Fletcher ran for 180 yards in the victory. Edinboro has started the season off 1-0.

Boro cross country off to a running start

Brian Geehrer finished with a 26:38 time in the 8K while (below) Pia Briger competed in her first race in America.

By Michael Lantinen
Sports Editor

Dew from the cold, humid night still
remained throughout the neatly kept field.
Finely mowed and rolled, Edinboro’s cross
country course, nestled between the Lawrence
Towers and the outdoor maintenance
headquarters sported a long white line,
signifying the race start. The entrance of the
wooded portion of the course is marked by a
sign, remembering the many years of success

under former coach Doug Watts. Centrally
located lies Edinboro’s ROTC signature stamp,
raising the university, military and American
flag for competitors and spectators alike to
notice.
First year coach Ryan Foster and athletes
would host three teams, Slippery Rock,
Glenville St., and PSU-Dubois. And Foster,
already building a reputation as an players’
coach, while quickly winning over the
confidence of Edinboro’s veteran runners,
would get his squad off to a good start.

Photo: Michael Lantinen

Successful performances would come
from unlikely competitors, as freshman Brian
Geehrer and transfer sophomore Jared Hallow
would come in second and third place overall.
Both would post impressive times on the hilly
course. Geehrer finished in 26:08 while Hallow,
formerly of Potamac St., would finish in 26:28.
“A lot of what Brian showed in that race is
based off his past history as a runner. I haven’t
even been working [with] him for a month. I’m
not concerned about Brian’s longevity any more
than I am about the other athletes,” said Foster.

Following closely were senior Jon Gusew and
junior Gene Baritot as they crossed the line one
second apart for fourth and fifth place. Gusew
ran a 26:33.8 and Baritot registered a 26:32.8.
“We worked together through three miles
and picked up the pace from there. I wanted
them to get used to the pack mentality,” said
Foster.
Rounding out the scoring runners for
Edinboro was Steven Scheetz, who only trailed
Gusew by three seconds.
When asked about the course difficulty and
what obstacles it can bring when using the pack
mentality, Foster added, “It makes it harder
because in a group you have some guys who
like to really attack hills and some guys like to
run faster on the downhills.”
Differences lie in both training and racing
focuses for the women. They would sport less
balance as Emma Sullivan led the way in first
place.
“Emma Sullivan is obviously our team leader
at the moment, so for her, I will be stressing, go
out and keep doing what you’ve been doing,”
said Foster.
There is plenty of work to be done for the
Scots as they approach their first big meet of
the year. After Sullivan, Abbey Peters and Abby
Lang would round out the top three finishers
for the team. German native Pia Briger would
compete in her first race on American soil,
finishing 17th overall in 21:47.2.
“We have to get through this week first and
get some intense workouts in. We will go after
Michigan State, again on the men’s side [we’ll]
stress finding each other, but it will be a bit
harder since it’s a much bigger field. On the
ladies side... we will try to form up the pack
from that two through five spots to try and
close that gap on our spread of the scoring five,”
said Foster.

Sports
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Edinboro opens season with win

Soccer team goes 2-0
to start off campaign
By Mike McLaughlin
Staff Editor

The Edinboro women’s soccer team defeated Clarion on Tuesday by a score of 2-1.

By Michael Lantinen
Sports Editor

There’s nothing quite like a season
opener, the anticipation for your newly
assembled team and the threat of
what other teams may have in store.
The Edinboro women’s soccer team
hosted Clarion this past Tuesday at Sox
Harrison Field as spectators flocked,
hoping for another storybook season.
An impressive performance from
the Scots would be highlighted by their
ability to create opportunities in the final
third. Senior striker Alex Brown led the
team in overall shots and would break
the ice, putting Edinboro up 1-0 in the
19th minute of the first half.
“We do a really good job when we
moved the ball around the field. We kept
it on the ground, one to two touches
a player. It’s probably boring to watch,
but it conserves energy and keeps us
organized until we get to the final third
and attack,” said Brown.

A well organized, developed and
utilized game plan, though, can fall
apart under pressure or simply not go as
planned when your spikes hit the turf.
“We had some problems with finishing
in the final third, the offensive third of
the field, in goal range... A 2-1 lead is a
scary score and I think we panicked a bit
in the second half,” Brown continued.
“We were kicking the ball around
aimlessly, throwing it in the air and not
getting rid of it fast enough. Essentially
playing down to our opponents level.”
With only one shot on goal for the
whole game, Clarion made no mistake,
finding the back of the net on that lone
shot. A cross from Marina Kelly would
result in a header directed in by Taylor
Starr for a goal bringing the score to 2-1
while in the second half.
Captains Jess Sandhas and Shannon
Regan anchored the defense, ensuring
the lead would stay intact. Refusing to
allow another shot on goal kept the final
score at 2-1 for a PSAC conference 1-0

EU Sports Information

start to the season.
“Our defense was challenged a lot but
they kept composure,” Brown added.
Other major contributions came from
some up and coming underclassman
when Halle Hammer and Danielle
Chatten contributed seven shots between
the two of them.
“We do not have a lot of depth on
the bench this year, which makes
us (seniors/upperclassmen) a little
apprehensive, but our team chemistry
is very good, as is our fitness level. The
freshman have a lot of potential and
some of them have already been playing
important minutes in games. Going
forward, it’s just a matter of keeping
everyone healthy,” said Brown.
She continued, “Clarion is always
a tough game. What they lack in
technicality, they make up for in being
very physical. So it was a good game to
start the season to show the freshman
how tough our conference is.”

The women’s soccer team shut out Davis and Elkins in a
4-0 win Saturday afternoon to move to 2-0-0 on the season.
The Senators averaged 4.56 goals per game last season
and returned the points leader for all of Division II soccer
from last year. On Saturday, however, they were only able to
put two shots on net for the entire game. Edinboro, on the
other hand, had a total of 18 shots on goal.
“Our defense is really our strength,” head coach Gary
Kagiavas said. “We don’t give up too many goals; we’re not
gonna give up too many shots.”
The Scots offense was clicking as they were able to score
four goals on Davis and Elkins, who returned their goalie
that only allowed more than one goal in a single game last
season.
Kagiavas said he had his team make sure there was always
a second defender on Katrina Giantsopoulos, the Division
II scoring leader last year, so they were able to limit her
scoring attempts.
Alex Root opened the scoring on a breakaway goal. Root
kept the ball on the ground as the goalie was in no position
to stop the shot. It was her first goal of the season and she
was assisted by Danielle Chatten.
A little over 10 minutes later, midfielder Colleen
Broadman found Alex Brown 10 yards away from the goal
as Brown scored her second goal of the season and the 20th
of her career. Brown is now 9th all time in career goals.
In the 68th minute during the second half, Broadman
had a penalty kick, which bounced off the post, but Halle
Hammer was able to get to it. Hammer sent a cross to
Morgan Hamker, who scored her first career goal to make
the score 3-0.
Just a couple minutes later, Brown would land another
shot on goal, which went off the goalie, Lauren Hill,
however Broadman was there for the rebound and scored
her second goal of the season.
“We have several people who can score and each of our
forwards gives us something different. I’m more concerned
about the opportunities we miss because the game should
be over by halftime and we shouldn’t be sweating it out at
2-0,” Kagiavas said of his team’s offensive ability.
Brown is six goals away from being tied for 8th place in
team history and Kagiavas picked up his 195th career win.
Goaltender Sarah Baskey captured her first shutout win
of the season as she improved to 2-0-0 on the season.
Baskey made a pivotal stop a few minutes after the Scots
scored their second goal as she came out of the net to stop a
breakaway chance for Giantsopoulos.
The women will take their first road trip of the season
as they play at Shippensburg on Friday and at Millersville
Saturday.

Women’s volleyball competes
in the Oredigger Classic

Edinboro went 0-4 in the two-day Golden Oredigger Classic.

By Matthew Brancato
EU Sports Information

The Edinboro University volleyball team
concluded the two-day Golden Oredigger
Classic, hosted by Colorado School of Mines,
by dropping a pair of contests on Saturday
afternoon. The Fighting Scots fell in the early
match to St. Cloud State by a score of 3-1,
before failing to upset #25 Colorado School of
Mines later in the afternoon, dropping a 3-0
decision.
Edinboro concludes the two-day event 0-4
after facing a strong field of competition that
included a pair of ranked teams and two teams
that received bids to the NCAA Tournament
in 2015.
Edinboro will be back on the court next
weekend, competing in the PSAC-MEC
Crossover hosted by Gannon. On Friday,
September 9, the Fighting Scots will take on
West Virginia State at 3 p.m. and Concord
later in the day at 7 p.m. Edinboro will close
out the two-day crossover on Saturday,
September 10, facing off with Fairmont State
at 10 a.m. and Urbana at 4 p.m.
ST. CLOUD STATE DEF. EDINBORO 3-1
(25-23, 25-16, 19-25, 25-20)
The Fighting Scots opened up the final day
of the Golden Oredigger Classic falling to
St. Cloud State in four sets by a score of 3-1.
After dropping the first two sets of the match,
the Fighting Scots broke through in the third,
scoring five of the last seven points to force
a fourth set. St. Cloud State jumped out to
a quick 7-1 lead in the extra set and never
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relinquished the lead.
Junior Challen Litwiler got back into
the groove with a team-high 14 kills while
adding 11 digs and four assists. Senior Latoya
Hutchinson added eight kills, followed by
sophomore Megan Screptock with seven kills
and eight digs.
Sydney Trathen paced the Fighting Scots
attack with 37 assists and also patrolled the
defensive side with a team-high 18 digs, tying
a career-best
#25 COLARADO SCHOOL OF MINES
DEF. EDINBORO 3-0 (25-20, 28-26, 25-14)
Taking on their second ranked opponent in
the past two days, the Fighting Scots played
the no. 25 ranked Colorado School of Mines
tight throughout the match. Edinboro opened
a 20-19 lead late in the first set before the
Mines rattled off six straight points to take the
opening set. Trailing 20-15 in the second set,
the Fighting Scots scored 11 of the next 15
points to take the lead at 25-24, but the Mines
would edge out a narrow victory before also
taking the third set to clinch the match.
A trio of Fighting Scots tied for a teambest six kills, including Latoya Hutchinson,
Sydney Trathen and Hanna Cantrill. Trathen
once again controlled the Edinboro attack,
racking up 21 assists. Hutchinson added a
squad-high two block solos. On the defensive
side, another trio of Fighting Scots tied for the
team-high with six digs including Cantrill,
Challen Litwiler and Amanda Lessman.
Edinboro finished the match with a .079
hitting percentage, while the Mines ended
with a hitting percentage of .310.
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Scots talk running attack, defense in early season
By George Schmidt
Staff Writer

“Keep an eye out for
Fletcher.”
Those were words of advice
from running backs and special
teams coach Kellen O’Neill.
“This kid has worked hard
since spring; he is going to be
something special.”
Most would write this off
as “Coach Speak,” as a coach
talking up his own guy. But it
didn’t take long for O’Neill’s
words to become prophetic.
Fletcher had a coming out party
Saturday afternoon against the
Saint Joseph’s Pumas.
Fletcher, a redshirt freshman
from Columbia, Maryland,
played for Centennial High
School and as a senior rushed
for 1,793 yards on 237 carries,
a 7.4 yard average, and with 25
touchdowns.
Normally, that wouldn’t
immediately translate into
collegiate numbers, but Fletcher
is showing that the work he
put in during the spring and
summer is paying off. He picked
up right where he left off,
averaging 7.5 yards per carry in
his first game as an Edinboro
Fighting Scot.
Fletcher ran for a combined
total of 180 yards on 24 carries
Saturday in his first ever college
game.
This was highlighted by
two carries over 50 yards for
touchdowns. He also added 39
yards on 4 receptions to make

EU Sports Information
for a grand total of 219 yards.
The Edinboro Fighting Scots
had a total offensive effort of
377 yards.
The back showed uncommon
poise and patience when
running the ball, allowing his
offensive line to create holes.
Once those holes were open, he
would burst into the secondary,
quicker than you could utter his
name.
Fletcher performed best
when running off the guards,
which is where his two longest

runs of the game came from, a
50-yard run and a 57-yard run
to put the Fighting Scots into
the lead for good.
After the game, head
coach Justin Lustig stated that,
“Fletcher has been lights out
since we got here in the spring
[and] we were kind of expecting
him to have a day like that.”
Lustig wrapped up by talking
of his performance, “That was
kind of neat. I think a lot of
people were kind of sleeping on
our running backs.”

Scots defense holds on
Adjustments to the Edinboro
football team during Saturday’s
win — swapping out size for
speed — gave the defensive line
new life, allowing them to get
into the Saint Joseph’s back field
seemingly at will.
The defensive line held the
Pumas to a meager 80 yards
rushing on 45 attempts. Senior
running back and division
I transfer Martez Walker
managed a 1.9-yard per run
average against the Fighting

Scots, finishing up with 20
carries for 50 yards A 12-yard
loss would bring his total
yardage down to 38 yards.
“They really played well. I
think that was obvious.” Lustig
said.
“I think schematically our
number one goal was not to
die by the run, not let them
establish the run.”
Lustig expanded on
that, stating, “Their smaller
quarterback was not able to sit
back and pass. I liked our plan

on defense and our front seven
played very well.”
The stifled St. Joe’s running
game had Kimble trying to
beat them through the air. The
defense held them to 349 yards
and only 19 completions out
of 38 attempts. Senior safety
Jake Leber was able to intercept
Kimble, returning the ball 21
yards to set up the offense deep
in Puma territory.
The Scots front seven,
anchored by seniors Victor
Hudson, Josh Kibbie and
Mike Shansky constantly got
the Pumas quarterback off his
mark. When they were not
chasing him, they were getting
their hands up and disrupting
the passing lanes.
Kibbie provided the pressure
from the nose guard position
(up the middle), while Hudson
and Shansky brought speed
from the outside, collapsing
the pocket. Blitz packages even
included Mitch Thomas from
his position at cornerback.
Hudson spoke briefly about
their defensive success. “It
feels great to get this first win.
Everyone has been starving
for this win, [so] hats off to the
coaching staff.”
Hudson continued, “Coach
said at the beginning of the
game there are always going to
be tough scenarios to handle.
Everyone on the sideline kept a
positive attitude and the score
at the end really represented the
effort we put forward on the
field.”

“You know right from the beginning
they were chirping at us a little bit and
I think the guys did a good job of just
putting blinders on and walking right
past it.”

Men’s tennis wins Gator Invitational, open year at 2-0
By Dan Graham

EU Sports Information
The Edinboro University men’s tennis
team opened its season with a pair of wins
to take the championship at the Harvey &
Nancy Heath Gator Invitational, hosted
by Allegheny College. The Fighting Scots
beat Grove City in the first round, 9-0,
then followed up with a 7-2 win in the
championship round over Fairmont State.
Edinboro, the defending NCAA Atlantic
Region II champions, open the year at 2-0
Head coach Lee Underwood’s squad
breezed past the Wolverines in their opening
match, sweeping the doubles matches by a
combined score of 24-3. Vitor Albanese and
Edinboro newcomer Kolja Hein shutout Zack
Sprunger and Edward Doyle in the numberone doubles spot.
Edinboro took all six singles matches

in two sets. The top four Edinboro players
allowed just two combined points versus
Grove City, with Mateus Santos and Mauricio
Santos (no relation) posting a pair of shutout
wins in the second and third singles spots,
respectively.
The Fighting Scots took four singles
matches in the championship match versus
Fairmont State, with Albanese, Mauricio
Santos, Daniel Fernandez and Hein each
earning two-set singles victories. Their
two defeats each came down to a third-set
tiebreaker, with Mateus Santos being edged,
11-9, by Micah Hornek.
Head coach Lee Underwood’s team swept
the doubles matches to secure the victory.
Albanese/Hein and Fernandez/Mateus Santos
each accounted for 8-2 wins, while Kevin
Mboko and Mauricio Santos posted an 8-4
win.

EU Sports Information
The Edinboro University men’s tennis team topped Grove City and Fairmont State to win
the Harvey & Nancy Heath Gator Invitational.

Penn State, Pittsburgh rivalry heats up
as Narduzzi gets first crack at Lions
By Joe Juliano

Philadelphia Inquirer
This is Pat Narduzzi’s second season as the head coach
at Pittsburgh, so he’s never had the chance to experience
the heightened intensity not to mention the bad blood
that used to mark the Panthers’ 96-game rivalry with Penn
State.
However, with the two teams preparing to end a 16-year
hiatus and meet Saturday at Heinz Field in Pittsburgh,
Narduzzi wants to make sure his team’s preparation time is
unaffected, which is why he told reporters Monday that his
players would be off-limits for interviews all week.
“I’d like to be the only voice this week,” Narduzzi
said Monday at his weekly news conference. “I’d like
to eliminate all distractions, so we’re going to close off
practice this week to the media. We aren’t going to have
our players talk. This week we’re going to stay locked in.
Every minute (of preparation) is important and that’s an
attitude for our football team right now to be able to do
that.”
The intrastate rivals are beginning a four-year series
this season that will alternate between Pittsburgh and
Happy Valley. The most recent game of the series came in
2000 when the Panthers shut down the Nittany Lions and
gained a 12-0 win at Three Rivers Stadium.
As for Penn State, the coach said that while “every game
is the same ... this one is a little bit different.” He said he

wants his players to “embrace that tradition and embrace
this game.”
“We’re going to pound on (the rivalry) this week,” he
said. “I know when I first got into a major rivalry, I didn’t
get it the first year. I got it the second year. I want to make
sure they don’t do the same. It’s my job to make sure they
embrace it and understand what it’s all about.”
Having grown up in nearby Youngstown, Ohio,
Narduzzi heard a lot about the rivalry. When his father was
an assistant coach at Kentucky in the 1970s, he became
friends with Todd Blackledge, whose father was on the
same staff. Blackledge quarterbacked Penn State to one of
its most memorable wins of the series, a 48-14 victory over
the then-No. 1 Panthers in 1981.
“We used to go over to his garage and box,” Narduzzi
said. “Those are the games I remember _ the Pitt-Penn
State games with Todd Blackledge. He’s still a close friend
of the family.”
Narduzzi said that quarterback Trace McSorley must
be watched closely by the entire Pitt defense because of
his ability to run as well as pass. He called Saquon Barkley
“maybe the best tailback in the country.”
Narduzzi, as well as Penn State coach James Franklin,
knows what the game means for recruiting. The Panthers
coach acknowledged that some young players grow up
as Pitt or Penn State fans their entire lives and will follow
their dreams no matter what, but that there is significance
in a game like this.

Interested in writing for sports?
Contact us now:
sports.spectator@gmail.com
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Our Viewpoint
Is the gamification of education our only hope?

Photo: MTC Campus
Robert Morris University students play ‘League of Legends.’ Could gaming be moving
from traditional realms to the classrooms? What is ‘gamification’?
Our society is obsessed with video games.
We line up at midnight for the newest entry in
the “Call of Duty” franchise to be released, we
play “Candy Crush” until our fingers hurt and
now, we’ll trek all over town, hoping to “catch
‘em all.” According to a 2014 study conducted
by Nielsen, video game users, ages 13 and up,
play an average of six hours a week.
Gamification is the utilization of gamelike characteristics in non-game situations.
Many stores and restaurants currently use
gamification systems. For example, when you
use your Sheetz card, you have the potential to

earn free items. In a similar sense, some used
book stores will give you a punch card. For
every $10 you spend, you get a punch on the
card; when your card is full, you receive $10 off
of your next purchase. In a society so focused
on gaming, it only makes sense to gamify our
education system.
Professors all over the country have
looked into gamification, using techniques
in order to enhance their lessons and engage
their students. Professor Cliff Lampe at the
University of Michigan uses gamification in
his classes in order to better suit his students’

individual needs. He provides his students with
the tools they need to create an individualized
approach to his course. For example, if students
are poor test takers, they have the option to
skip the tests and work on assignments that
will help them learn and retain the material. In
addition to the individual assignments, Lampe
has his students work in groups and form
guilds while playing role-playing games.
According to a 2009 study conducted by
The Education Arcade at the Massachusetts
Institution of Technology, there are three
main levels of gaming that can be used
effectively in education. The first is progression,
or using various increments to gain
achievements such as points or leveling up.
The second is investment, or feeling a sense of
accomplishment while playing. Investment can
range anywhere from badges, collaboration
or achievements. The third is “cascading
information theory,” which is having access
to information all the time. Research has
found that when students are able to unlock
new information on their own time, they are
much more likely to continue in the search for
knowledge.
The same study concludes that gamification
can have endless uses when in a classroom.
By using gaming, students are able to use
technology, learn about events from different
viewpoints, conduct research about topics of
interest and much more.
This fall, the National Center for Education
Statistics predicts that over 20 million students
will attend a college or university in the
United States. However, it’s very important to
think about why many of those students are

in college. There are a number of people on
Edinboro’s campus and campuses nationwide
that if asked why they’re attending college
would respond with “because society pretty
much forced me to.” Our society puts so much
focus on higher education and getting a degree,
but we don’t focus enough on how to revamp
our education system and make it more user
friendly for students. As our technological
needs change, our mental needs change,
causing our educational needs to change.
Back in our parents’ and grandparents’
educational careers, there wasn’t necessarily
a need for educational enhancement because
the technology we have today was not around.
However, once smart phones, laptops, smart
watches and all of the newest gizmos came
out, we immediately saw a need to incorporate
these tools.
Although some argue technology is
a distraction, we have the power to use
technology for our own good. Gamification
in classrooms may sound dangerous, or
nontraditional, but in order to stay updated
with the newest technology, we must
differentiate our classrooms and move away
from simple PowerPoint and overhead lectures.
Because of the new, stimulating technological
devices, you’re no longer able to hold students’
attention with simple lectures. Engagement in
lectures and enhancement of lessons is a large
step into the educational future, but it’s one that
could have positive, lasting effects.
Gamification very well might be the way
to bridge the gap between education and
technology.

True Life: Welcome to college
By Rachael Owens
Contributing Writer

College. It’s a daunting word. Amidst all the books
you have to buy, classes you have to find and new
friends you have to make, it can seem like a mountain
that no one is able to climb.
But, if you take a moment to look around, you’ll
find that everyone is feeling and experiencing the same
feelings that you are. Trust me, we’re all feeling nervous
and anxious about moving to a new town, experiencing
a new community and making a place for ourselves here
at Edinboro University.
The first week as a college freshman is both exciting
and terrifying. You get to live on your own, make your
own choices and do what you want to do. But on the
other hand, you’re given a whole lot more responsibility,
such as making sure you get to class on time and that
your assignments are handed in on their due dates.
It can seem like a lot. In fact, your head is probably
still spinning from all the information that was given to
you in the past seven days. That’s okay. So is mine.
The first few days of college are hectic. Move-in day
is crazy, between lugging boxes up the stairs (or waiting
endlessly in line for the elevator), unpacking all of your
things in a tight space and meeting your new roommate.
On top of that chaos, you’re attending special events
for freshmen, becoming acclimated to the layout of
campus and somewhere in there, saying goodbye to

your parents. It’s enough to make you feel uneasy and
overwhelmed.
The first few days of college are rough, because you’re
away from your family and trying to grasp the whole
college thing. You’re truly starting all over again. You are
at a new school, meeting new people and adjusting to
a new schedule. And you’re probably wondering at this
point, “Didn’t I just graduate from high school?”
Time flies by, doesn’t it?
Then, Monday comes along and classes begin. Instead
of walking through hallways and meeting up with
friends in your home room, you leave straight from your
dorm and walk, maybe a good 15 minutes, to your first
class. It’s a big adjustment: figuring out when you have
to leave your dorm in order to make it to that 8 a.m.
class across campus.
But, eventually it all comes together. We find our
way around, navigate the dining hall and map out the
best routes to class. You’re not alone in this. Everyone
is feeling the same mix of excitement, nervousness and
anticipation. If I’ve learned one thing this week as a first
semester freshman at Edinboro University, it’s that the
people who work here and attend school here are always
willing to give you a helping hand when you need it.
They reach out to you and try to get you involved. There
is always a smiling face waiting for you at the front desk,
in the dining hall and in the classroom.
We can do this.

Photo: MCT Campus

Online bill of rights needed to protect our social media privacy
San Jose Mercury News
MCT Campus

Creepy doesn’t begin to describe Facebook’s 2012
psychological experiment on 700,000 of its unwitting users.
Any attempt to manipulate the emotional state of consumers is
unconscionable. It reflects poorly on the entire tech community,
confirming privacy activists’ worst fears.
This public relations disaster, coming on the heels of the NSA
spying revelations, reasserts the pressing need for Silicon Valley
to produce an online users’ bill of rights. The alternative is an
inevitable downward spiral of confidence in tech companies and
their products. Could government regulation be far behind?
Social media and software companies have been hiding
behind user agreements to excuse blatant invasions of privacy.
Facebook’s data use agreement is nearly as long as the Book of
Revelations and about as comprehensible. To sum it up: In the
event of anything short of an apocalypse, Facebook is covered.
And if anyone out there claims to carefully read all the terms

and conditions for a web site before clicking “Accept” to join it,
get out the salt shaker.
The basis for an online bill of rights must be full transparency.
Social media users should not have to go through a 8,000 words
of legalese to know what they’re agreeing to.
It would help to have a shorthand summary of a user
agreement in plain language. If something jumps out at users,
they can read the whole thing. The Federal Trade Commission
should look at requiring this, along the lines of the Food and
Drug Administration labels that summarize the ingredients of
food products.
The summary should include who will have access to a user’s
data and how it can be used. Are photographs shared? Are
locations tracked? Are online purchases recorded? Are lists of
acquaintances compiled? Are political or religious affiliations
shared? Are online searches tracked? These are all yes or no
answers. Details can be a click away.
At a minimum, users should have access to an annual
report of the material being collected and what individuals

or businesses have purchased any personal information. They
should be able to opt out of having their personal data sold for
any purpose.
Companies such as Facebook and Google contribute
enormously to Silicon Valley’s economy, creating services used
by hundreds of millions of people a day. They’ve made billions
by mining the data they collect from those users and selling it to
companies that profit further from it.
Good for them. But they owe their customers basic honesty.
And they shouldn’t play mind games with the people from
whom they profit.
The European Union is ahead of the United States in
protecting personal information. Brazil passed an Internet bill
of rights in April limiting the data that online companies can
collect from users.
Silicon Valley should take the initiative to offer Americans
the same protections. If it doesn’t, the industry’s reputation will
continue to unravel. And companies won’t be able to blame NSA
snoops for it.

Do you have concerns you would like to express in the Spectator?
We want to hear them

Editorial Policy:

Your letter must be 500 words or less, and for the purpose of verification, please include your name
and phone number. Letters, sent to voices.spectator@gmail.com, must be received the Monday before
publication. The Spectator reserves the right to edit letters and to reject letters that may contain false
or libelous statements.
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Life in college: finding yourself during a gap year
By Rebecca Fahrlander
The Philadelphia Inquirer

Taking a break between high
school and university, a gap year,
has been trending in recent years.
Prince William famously took a
gap year to travel and volunteer
for worthy causes. More recently,
Malia Obama decided to postpone
entering university for a year.
The gap year offers an
opportunity to make a transition
between two stages of a young
life — taking a break from formal
education and substituting the
informal learning from travel and
work in the so-called real world.
A few decades back, when it
was not quite as common as it is
today, I took my gap year. Actually,
I took two. An honors student, I
certainly was academically prepared
to go straight to college. However,
I felt I needed a break. Also, unlike
many teenagers, I had no work
experience. I was not sure what I
wanted to do with this seemingly
endless road of life, and thus
took time off to work in a large
corporation and do a bit of travel.

In many ways, it was a rational
transition from classes to this
environment. This corporate world
required some of the same qualities
as school, including persistence,
punctuality, and math, reading, and
social skills. I also spent most of the
first half-year taking training and
classes, aptitude tests, and learning
from others. As I look back now, I
realize that I learned many valuable
lessons from that experience.
First, I learned enough about
myself to begin to sort out what I
wanted to do. I realized I was not
suited to a business career. I was
good at the work I did, but I could
not envision spending a lifetime of
days in that environment. I wanted
to use my mind and creativity
more, and to make a difference in
the world. I wanted to have control
over what, where and how I did
my life’s work, not be so stifled by
bureaucratic rules.
Second, it was during my gap
years that I began to travel and
to learn I could go anywhere. Of
course, I had traveled with my
family before this, but during
my gap years I planned trips and

traveled by myself or with a friend.
I planned a couple of trips to
California, taking in the counter
culture of San Francisco and the
celebrity glow of LA. This was the
start of my lifelong love of the Golden
State.

I could not wait
around for someone
to invite me into a
certain life. I had to
make that life myself.
A trip with coworkers to Las
Vegas left me with an impression
of how lives can take the wrong
path. Being underage (and thus
barred from casinos) and totally
uninterested in the main activities
the city is known for, I spent much
of my time there observing people
as well as attending concerts and
shows. I found the city to be as sad
as it was glamorous, a place where
people found themselves stranded
due to bad choices they had made.

From these trips, I realized that I
wanted to travel more throughout
the world. I also learned that travel
itself was not enough; that being
happy with what one was doing 52
weeks a year was central to a happy
life.
I learned about hierarchies and,
perhaps ironically, the importance
of education. The people with
higher-level positions, which
usually required more education,
were clearly treated with more
deference. It was also easy to
see that college afforded better
opportunities in general for more
interesting and autonomous work.
It was also in my gap years that
I learned the reality of women’s
inequality in work and society.
Even as a child, I had questioned
the limitations placed on women.
But as a worker myself, I learned
about the daily reality of being
treated differently as a woman. For
example, although I had scored
far higher on a computer aptitude/
IT training program test than the
young man who sat next to me in
my department, he was called into
the training class well before I was.
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Living through literature...
By Paula Marantz Cohen
The Philadelphia Inquirer

As a professor of literature, I have noted a trend that helps
explain the decline of the humanities as an object of reverence
in this country: Students are less prone to read for pleasure
than they used to be.
Blame the packed nature of their course schedules and the
many activities that compete for their attention. Universities
still teach literature, but these courses tend to serve an
instrumental purpose. Students read in these courses to
acquire certain skills or apply certain critical techniques.
The idea of pleasure, and the value of pleasure, isn’t usually
discussed.

But humanities education should, it seems to me, cultivate
a desire to read books for their own sake, to help students
understand that literature will nourish them emotionally and
intellectually throughout their lives by serving as a diversion
from the mundane or even the more serious aspects of life.
Reading good books is valuable because it makes for curious,
engaged and interesting people. More than that, it offers solace
and escape in the face of loss, disappointment and existential
despair.
I was reinforced in this belief when I received a letter
recently from the Pennsylvania State Correctional Institute
at Fayette, near Pittsburgh. The writer had been part of a
correspondence course I had taught last year in which a group
of Drexel students selected stories and essays that were sent to

Indeed, my gap years were over and
I left for college before being called
up for that program.
Perhaps most important, I
learned that human potential must
not be wasted; that each of us must
strive to do the most with his time
and talents; that it was up to each of
us to take the initiative rather than
wait for someone else to recognize
one’s strengths and talents. I could
not wait around for someone to
invite me into a certain life. I had to
make that life myself.
Thus, by the end of my gap
years, I had an appreciation of
the university experience and
what a difference it could make
in my life. As my second summer
of work drew to a close, I gave
notice and entered college, eager
to embrace the experience, do my
best, and make up for lost time.
I pushed through my
undergraduate degree in two years
and nine months, my gap years
behind me but informing my path
ahead.

a group of men incarcerated at the prison. The men read the
works and sent responses to the students.
Both the students and their correspondents in prison were
enormously invested in the course. Both felt that reading good
literature and corresponding across their different backgrounds
and experiences opened their minds and hearts.
The letter I received six months after the class ended was
from Richard Guy, a participant in that course who had spent
33 years in prison. The letter expressed, simply and cogently,
what literature is good for. His words deserve to be read by all
educators and social reformers. Here is an excerpt from it:
“Ever since the class ended I have been reading a half hour
before bed each night, regardless of how much I’ve read earlier
in the day.
“It has made me wonder how anyone who does not read
books, by which I mean daily, having some book going all the
time, can make it through life.
“If I were required to make a sharp division in the very
nature of people, and prisoners in particular, I would be
tempted to make it there: readers and nonreaders of books.
“It is astonishing how the presence or absence of this habit
so consistently characterizes an individual in other aspects like
temperament, personality and even of character.
“For me, reading like this is my sanity insurance, Paula.
“I make it a point in that half hour, that what I read should
have nothing to do with my day in prison, but would bear me
away into other realms, kingdoms of the mind and spirit.
“Sometimes my mind wants to slip away to my worries and
concerns and even longings like good food, tomorrow’s softball
game and, being heterosexual, women.
“But I push them back, lock them up again as I’ve long since
learned to do as a matter of personal survival to be dealt with
in the light of day. As the books absorb me and go into me and
become a part of me so that they are something I will always
have. I possess the books and the books possess me...until late
at night I reluctantly mark my place in “The Kreutzer Sonata,”
thank Mr. Tolstoy, and reach up and snap off the overhead
light.
“Thanks again, Paula, for your motivation regarding this
aspect of my life.”
A teacher could not want more than this to validate her
mission. The sentiments expressed by Richard Guy explain, as
eloquently as I can imagine, how great literature can elevate the
mind and spirit and provide the “sanity insurance” we all need
to get through life.
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The People v Brock Turner, convicted rapist released from jail

Brock Turner remains in the public eye after his stay in jail for the convicted rape of a Stanford student.

By Robert Salonga and Mark Gomez
Mercury News

As he regains his freedom,
Brock Turner will face
vociferous protests and heavy
media scrutiny as an enduring
public face of the issue of
sexual assault on American
college campuses. And that
was just with his first few steps
out of jail.
Turner’s early release
Friday after three months in

jail was met by a throng of
television and press cameras
from far-reaching parts
of the country, as well as
women’s safety advocates who
continue to lament the light
sentence given to the former
Stanford swimmer for sexually
assaulting an unconscious
woman last year outside a
campus party. Barricades set

up to keep spectators at bay
flanked a path from the front
entrance of the Santa Clara
County Main Jail to adjacent
West Hedding Street in San
Jose.
Turner, clad in a white dress
shirt, black slacks, and holding
a black suit jacket, looked
straight ahead as he briskly
made a roughly 30- to 40-foot
walk from the front doors of
the jail to a waiting white SUV

Photo: MCT Campus

that immediately sped off.
A man amid the onlooking
crowd yelled “Loser!” at
Turner as he climbed into the
vehicle. Sheriff Laurie Smith,
who oversees the county jails,
gave a brief statement about
Turner’s time at the facility,
saying he’s received volumes
of hate mail and some threats,
but none that were deemed
credible. He was sent off with a
bundle of the mail.

She also voiced support for
a pending state bill that would
have mandated prison for
Turner’s crimes.
“Anybody charged with
and convicted of rape ought
to do time in state prison,”
Smith said. Santa Clara
County District Attorney
Jeff Rosen, whose office had
recommended Turner serve six
years in state prison, authored
Assembly Bill 2888, which
would prohibit probation in
cases like Turner’s, effectively
requiring jail time for anyone
convicted of rape or sexual
assault of an unconscious or
intoxicated person.
The bill, carried by three
Bay Area lawmakers, awaits
the signature of Gov. Jerry
Brown. The bill would close
a disparity in state law that
metes out different severity
of punishments based on
whether a sexual-assault
victim was conscious at the
time of the attack. Turner’s
release, after serving half of
his six-month sentence in the
Santa Clara County Main Jail,
which while controversial was
not a surprise given his lack of
prior criminal history.
His three-year probation
term has been transferred to
Ohio, where he is a native of
Oakwood, a suburb south
of Dayton. He will also be
required to register as a sex
offender soon after he arrives,

and complete a sex offender
management program.
Legal analyst Steven Clark, a
former Santa Clara County
prosecutor, said Turner’s life
may still be closely scrutinized
even after he moves back
home.
“Because of his notoriety,
Turner will have the whole
community as his probation
officer,” he said. “Any violation
may land him back in front of
a judge, where he then could
face a stiff prison sentence.”
Turner was convicted in
March of assault with intent to
commit rape of an intoxicated
woman, sexually penetrating
an intoxicated person with a
foreign object, and sexually
penetrating an unconscious
person with a foreign object.
In the Jan. 18, 2015
encounter, he was seen
thrusting his hips atop an
unconscious, partially clothed
woman outside the Kappa
Alpha fraternity. Two Stanford
graduate students who were
bicycling by called police and
chased down Turner.
Judge Aaron Persky’s
decision to sentence Turner
to six months in county jail
rather than a prison term drew
national outcry and protests of
the judge, eventually spurring
his request to transfer from
criminal to civil court, set to
take effect in September.

‘No means no’ or ‘yes means yes’

A new approach to sexual assault in schools
By Emma Platoff and Jonathan Lai
The Philadelphia Inquirer

The dorm room door hangers have three
simple questions to help students understand
consent: “Is the person sober?
Is the person awake? Did the person say
yes?” Before 2011, the College of New Jersey
didn’t define sexual consent. This year, it reads:
“informed, freely and actively given mutually
understandable words or actions which indicate
a willingness to participate in mutually agreedupon sexual activity.”
With a new definition and clearer policies,
TCNJ has been better able to teach students
how to communicate about sexual activity,
administrators said. Colleges and universities
across the nation have similarly redefined
consent, revised student policies, and tightened
regulations in an effort to combat sexual
misconduct on campus, including better response
when cases are reported.
Many have adopted what is known as
“affirmative consent,” turning from the “no means
no” message of years past to the new, stronger
“yes means yes.”
“The first time you want your students to be
educated about effective consent is not after a
sexual assault has been reported,” said Angela
Lauer Chong, dean of students at TCNJ.
“So the real challenge is educating your student
community on what effective consent is before.”
In 2014, California became the first state to
make affirmative consent the legal standard on
college campuses. New York, Connecticut, and
Illinois have since followed suit. The vast majority
of four-year colleges and universities in New
Jersey have adopted some form of affirmative
consent as campus policy. State Sen. Jim Beach
(D., Camden) has proposed legislation that would
require the standard at all schools in the state.
The standard has also been floated in
Philadelphia, in a 2015 hearing called by
Councilwoman Blondell Reynolds Brown.
Affirmative consent is increasingly viewed as an
emerging gold standard. But critics argue that
it is unenforceable, ambiguous, redundant: isn’t
all consent affirmative? Many supporters say the
standard alone is not enough.
“Affirmative consent is a move in the right
direction, but I don’t think it’s going to solve all
the problems, because in truth we have a broader
problem of people not talking openly about what
they do and don’t want sexually,” said Zoë D.
Peterson, a psychology professor at the University
of Missouri-St. Louis who studies sexual consent
among college students.
On campuses where an affirmative-consent
standard is in place, administrators and students
say it has improved the sexual climate.
“We want to make sure that we have something
very clear, very public, very obvious to everyone,”
said Laura Valente, the dean of students and
Title IX coordinator at the New Jersey Institute
of Technology, where affirmative consent is the
norm starting this fall.
Valente said she hopes teaching the “yes means
yes” standard can be a cultural tipping point on
campus. Changes to college policies have been
driven in part by increased overall awareness
of campus sexual assault and by several highprofile cases. The Obama administration began
spotlighting the issue in 2011, telling colleges that
sexual assault and misconduct are gender-based

violence covered under Title IX, the federal law
guaranteeing equal treatment.
The number of schools being investigated by
the Education Department for alleged violations
has since ballooned to more than 200. Four
schools in New Jersey and 11 in Pennsylvania
are under investigation, with multiple open cases
at Princeton University, Temple University, and
Allegheny College, among others.
The 2011 Education Department letter,
and continuing federal attention to the issue,
helped spur Rutgers University to write specific
policy on sexual harassment and violence, said
Jackie Moran, the Title IX coordinator for the
university’s New Brunswick campus.
“Adopting an affirmative-consent standard was
not only in line with best practices,” Moran said,
“but also gave us a really good tool for educating
students what consent is and what consent is not,
and how to communicate that with each other.”
The University of Pennsylvania has used an
affirmative-consent standard since 2012. At
Villanova, where Title IX coordinator Ryan Rost
says training and education on issues of sexual
climate have been “ahead of the curve for a
number of years,” students have been required to
complete an online training course since 2008.
The university couples that training with
an AlcoholEdu online course on liquor
consumption, as well as bystander-training
intervention. Orientation at Rowan University,
which adopted affirmative consent four years
ago, teaches freshmen that the university’s policy
goes far beyond “cover your drink, go out with
your buddy, the onus again is on the victim,” said
Amy Hoch, a Rowan psychologist who sat on
a national task force on campus sexual assault
prevention.
“With a lot of different information, including
the consent policy, students, I think, are definitely
talking about this in a different way,” Hoch
said. California schools have seen an increase
in reports of sexual misconduct since the state
changed its consent standard two years ago —
and “that’s what we wanted,” said William Bishop,
director of equal opportunity at California State
University-Sacramento.
“We wanted an increase, because that means
education and outreach efforts were working,” he
said. Sexual assault is notoriously underreported,
which complicates efforts to evaluate the
effectiveness of awareness and prevention
programs. And some changes are so new that they
have not yet been rigorously studied, said Kristen
N. Jozkowski, a public health professor at the
University of Arkansas whose research focuses on
college students and sexual consent.
Because colleges are also doing so much at
once, she said, it’s difficult to identify exactly
what’s working. “Is it the program they’re seeing
in freshman orientation, or the signage, or the
consent policy that they’re seeing during the
semester?” she said.
“It’s hard to pinpoint what’s changing.” Still,
Jozkowski and others applauded schools’ moves
to adopt affirmative consent and increase
awareness efforts, saying it would ultimately lead
to safer, healthier campuses. “It’s not an end-all,
be-all, but it could be part of a progression. . . .
It’s not going to be any one thing,” she said, “but
a combination of several factors or initiatives that
have coalesced and pushed, really, a cultural shift
forward.”

Contributed Photo
The Urbana-Champaign campus of UI once held the spot as top party school. The
University of Wisconsin at Madison is now top ranked.

The party’s over for the University of Illinois
By Leonor Vivanco
Chicago Tribune

In the Big Ten Conference, where college
rivalries are huge, the University of Illinois just
lost a title.
U. of I. has been dethroned as the top party
school in the Princeton Review’s annual
list of college rankings. The new winner in
that category is the University of Wisconsin
at Madison, according to the college guide
released Monday. University of Illinois at
Urbana-Champaign claims third place among
party schools. Rounding out the top five are:
West Virginia University (No. 2), Lehigh
University in Pennsylvania (No. 4) and
Bucknell University in Pennsylvania (No. 5).
The rankings are based on a survey of 143,000
students at 381 top colleges and published
in the 2017 edition of the “Best Colleges”
guidebook, on sale Tuesday. Students rate
their schools on a number of topics ranging
from financial aid and best campus food to
level of happiness and most beautiful campus.
The Princeton Review is not affiliated with

Princeton University. The Princeton Review
included feedback from unnamed students,
who commented on the social scene at the
University of Illinois, which has nearly 33,000
undergraduates enrolled. It quoted one student
as saying, “The bars in downtown Champaign
are great and super relaxed, plus there is an
awesome music scene that most people don’t
expect from a college town.” Students surveyed
pointed out the “19-year-old bar age” and the
large Greek system, but also said the large
variety of social opportunities means “there’s
also tons to do beyond the bars,” according to
the guidebook. The third-place ranking riled
U. of I. officials, as the No. 1 spot did last year.
“Whatever ranking they attach to us is insulting
to our students, who are some of the brightest,
most hardworking scholars anywhere,” said
Robin Kaler, a university spokeswoman.
“This pseudo ranking is nothing more than a
promotion for Princeton Review.” On the other
side of the spectrum is the “stone-cold sober
school,” a title that belongs to Brigham Young
University in Utah.
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Lawsuit: False data fraud at Duke cost government $200 million
Jane Stancill

The News & Observer
A lawsuit brought by a whistleblower against
Duke University accuses former researchers of
using false data to win dozens of government
grants totaling more than $200 million.
The federal lawsuit was brought by a former
Duke researcher, Joseph M. Thomas, on behalf
of the U.S. government under the False Claims
Act, a federal law used to combat fraud against
government agencies. Thomas named Duke
University, Duke University Health System,
retired Duke pulmonologist William Foster and
former researcher Erin Potts-Kant.
It alleges that data were falsified or fabricated
by Potts-Kant working under Foster’s supervision
in a lab that conducted research on respiratory
function and illnesses such as asthma. Since
2006, the lawsuit says, scientists relied on the bad
data to publish papers and seek grants from the
National Institutes of Health, the Environmental
Protection Agency and other government
agencies.
“Defendants have abused the public trust,” the
lawsuit says.. “They have engaged in systematic
research misconduct and fraud, and failed to
comply with the terms, conditions and assurances
of their grant awards.”
Potts-Kant was accused of embezzling money
from Duke in 2013, which triggered an internal
review of her research findings at the university.
She left Duke and was eventually convicted of
embezzlement, but the lawsuit contends that
the university and Foster had for years turned a
blind eye to repeated warnings about suspected
research misconduct by Potts-Kant.
Further, the suit alleges that Duke concealed
and minimized the extent of the wrongdoing
after the fact. It claims that during an internal
review in 2013, a Duke official asked those
looking into the fraud to communicate by phone
so as not to create “a paper trail.”
Michael Schoenfeld, Duke’s vice president for
public affairs and government relations, issued
a statement saying the university handled the
situation appropriately.

Contributed Photo
A lawsuit claims Duke University used ‘false data to win dozens of government grants
totaling more than $200 million.’
“After Duke learned that a former employee,
Erin Potts-Kant, had been embezzling funds from
the university (for which she later was prosecuted
and convicted), we also discovered discrepancies
in some data that she had been generating in
research projects,” Schoenfeld said. “Even though
the full scope of Ms. Potts-Kant’s actions were
not known at the time, Duke notified several
government agencies in June 2013 about the
matter and immediately launched a formal
scientific misconduct investigation, as required
by federal law.”
He declined further comment. Matthew
Broughton, a Roanoke, Va., attorney who
represents Johnson, declined to discuss the
lawsuit or make his client available. Efforts to
reach Foster and Potts-Kant were unsuccessful.

The lawsuit was filed in November 2015 in U.S.
District Court in Virginia and was sealed by the
court until recently. It was first reported online
Thursday by Science and a publication called
Retraction Watch.
Under the False Claims Act, Duke could be
liable for triple damages to the government plus
other fines. Thomas, a cell biologist from 2008
to 2012, seeks a percentage of Duke’s settlement
with the government, plus attorney’s fees.
It’s not the first time Duke has been tarnished
by allegations of research misconduct. Former
Duke cancer researcher Dr. Anil Potti falsified
results that were published in the most
prestigious scientific journals, in a widely
reported scandal a few years ago. Last year, in a
deal with the federal government, Potti agreed

not to do research for five years. Duke settled
lawsuits with the families of eight cancer patients
who had been in clinical trials based on the
phony research.
Contained in the new suit are similarly
explosive accusations that Potts-Kant’s data
was either made up, manipulated or came from
experiments that were done incorrectly. The
effects rippled across Duke and across other
universities, because Foster’s Airway Physiology
Laboratory was a hub of scientific collaboration
that conducted experiments for others. Foster
was considered a leading researcher in the area of
inflammation of the respiratory airways.
According to the lawsuit, Potts-Kant worked
in the lab using several machines that measure
lung functions by force-ventilating mice.
Potts-Kant completed experiments in a fraction
of the time that it took another scientist, the
suit said, suggesting that either experiments
weren’t performed or results were manipulated.
Other researchers were unable to replicate the
results, which often conformed to scientists’
preconceived theories, and little raw data was
found during Duke’s subsequent internal review.
Further, the suit said that thousands of mice
were killed for no purpose when antigens were
administered at too high a dose.
The fraudulent results were used in 38
research papers or journal articles co-written
by Potts-Kant, the suit said, at a time when
she was a junior employee in her early 30s.
Foster was also an author on 38 of the papers.
The suit alleged that Foster failed to supervise
Potts-Kant, disregarded warnings about her
work and did not compare her results to data
stored in the machines.
The false research in the publications was
submitted to government agencies by Duke to
show progress on grant-funded projects, the
suit claimed.
Duke applied for and received 49 grants
totaling almost $83 million, and Duke and
other universities received 15 multi-year grants
for $121 million, the suit said, based on the
bogus findings.

Politicians using Snapchat to cater to young voters

Graphic: Britton Rozzelle
Donald Trump and Hillary Clinton, current 2016 presidential candidates, are gaining young voters
attention though Snapchat.

By Nicole Piper
Bloomberg News

Snapchat has no proven track
record in election advertising. It
shares only limited data about its
audience, and caters mainly to a
demographic that hasn’t traditionally
turned out in big numbers to
vote. That’s not stopping political
campaigns from devoting more
ad dollars to reach the millions of
millennials who spend hours every
week on the social-media app.
Democratic presidential candidate
Hillary Clinton and her Republican
rival Donald Trump have both
stepped up their spending on

Snapchat in the past month, according
to a source familiar with the matter.
The Clinton campaign is buying video
ads with a targeted number of views
by Snapchat’s audience, while Trump
is running an interactive ad seeking
users’ email addresses, said the
source, who asked not to be named
because said details aren’t public.
Both campaigns have used Snapchat’s
geographic photo-filter tools in the
past at political rallies, but this is their
first significant national advertising
spend on the platform.
Though it started as an app for
sending silly disappearing selfies,
Snapchat has evolved into a legitimate
news platform, now counting

more than 150 million daily users,
some three-fourths of whom fall
into the coveted 18-31 age-group
demographic. According to Nielsen
Ratings, on any given day Snapchat
reaches 41 percent of 18- to 34-yearolds in the U.S. More millennials
watched the election’s early debates
on Snapchat than on TV. And some
metrics indicate its users are more
engaged. A Public Opinion Strategies
study released in November said
two-thirds of millennials who use
Snapchat are likely to vote in the 2016
election, compared with 61 percent of
the population overall.
“Snapchat has reached a point
here in the U.S. where we can’t

SpaceX explosion to cost $50 million

Contributed Photo
The SpaceX Rocket exploded Thursday for unknown reasons.

By Russ Mitchell
Los Angeles Times

The costs of the SpaceX
rocket explosion Thursday are
starting to roll in.
The customer whose satellite

blew up with the rocket,
Space Communication Ltd.
of Israel, said in a conference
call Sunday that it could seek
$50 million or a free flight,
according to Reuters.
The company also said it

could collect $205 million from
the satellite’s builder, Israel
Aerospace Industries.
Asked for comment, SpaceX
said it doesn’t disclose contract
or insurance terms.
The cause of the explosion,
which destroyed a SpaceX
Falcon 9 rocket and its payload,
is unknown. Facebook, one
of several clients for the
satellite’s services, intended
to expand Internet service
to parts of Africa lacking
modern communications
infrastructure.
Space Communication
had been planning to merge
with China’s Beijing Xinwei
Technology Group, but that
deal is now on hold.
SpaceX is a private company
run by entrepreneur Elon
Musk, who is also chief
executive of Tesla Motors and
chairman of SolarCity.
In a series of prepared
statements after the explosion,
SpaceX called the incident an
“anomaly” and noted it has
a 70-mission backlog worth
more than $10 billion.

ignore it anymore, and it’s definitely
earned a line on every campaign
budget,” said Tim Cameron, digital
director of the National Republican
Senatorial Committee. “We’re really
using demographics to reach a larger
audience. It’s not as specific as other
tools but it works.” The NRSC says
it now spends more than 30 percent
of its ad budget on digital messages,
which include Snapchat.
Over the past few years, the startup
started creating what it calls Live
Stories, which get tens of millions
of views by curating user-submitted
photos and video from events, like
the Super Bowl and the Republican
National Convention. Snapchat also
has deals with media companies like
CNN and The Wall Street Journal to
create mobile magazines for the app’s
Discover news section.
In May 2015, Los Angeles-based
Snapchat introduced its political ad
program, and quickly made several
high-profile hires: Rob Saliterman,
who previously led Google’s political
ad campaign, was brought on to run
ad sales; and former CNN political
reporter Peter Hamby joined to head
news. While ad sales and news are
kept separate at Snapchat, the two
used their connections in the capital
to bring Snapchat to Washington
and promote it as a prime venue
for political advertising. Snapchat
has become the “MTV of Mobile,”

according to Zac Moffatt, who
co-founded Targeted Victory, an ad
agency that works with Republican
candidates. “I would treat it like a
cable network channel and say, I want
to reach young people.”
Just as MTV became a legitimate
forum for political, youth-oriented
debate in 1992 when, on one of its
election-themed shows, an audience
member queried another Clinton
running for office whether he
preferred “boxers or briefs,” Snapchat
is capitalizing on its young and
engaged users to be taken seriously as
a force in election advertising.
The first Democratic presidential
candidate to take advantage of the
platform for advertising was Sen.
Bernie Sanders of Vermont, who ran a
nine-day campaign on the site early in
2016 during the Iowa caucuses, after
an appearance in a Live Story feature.
“We agreed to that because they
showed us all the users that they
have,” said Hector Sigala, who ran
social media for the campaign. “A lot
of folks on Snapchat are voting. It was
a staggeringly large amount.”
As the election moved past the
primaries, both the Clinton and
Trump campaigns have paid for
geofilters, images or text that appear
over pictures captured within a
limited geographic area, and Snap
Ads, 10-second full-screen videos that
play between other content.
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Edinboro Chi Alpha
THURSDAY WORSHIP EVENT 7pm @ McLane Church 12511 Edinboro Rd.
Rides provided every week! 6:30, 6:45, 7:00 pick up
at Rose Dining Hall or in front of the Pogue Student Center.
Or just text 814.449.9400 for any other time!
EXPERIENCE GOD. TAKE THE NEXT STEP ON YOUR SPIRITUAL JOURNEY.

Young Adults Small Group
Attention YOUNG ADULTS !
Come experience care, community and growth Sundays after the 11am
service at McLane Church. This group, led by Tom & Nicole Reedy, meets in
McLane’s “Green Room” from 12:15pm-1:30pm. Light lunch and rides back
to campus are provided. For more info, please call 814.734.1907.

